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The New “Yoshon Flours List” Gets Bigger
December 23, 2019 – Target’s Market Pantry All-Purpose Flour Earns A New Status
The Kof-K responded to our query from earlier this week, asking if the Market Pantry All-Purpose Flour could
possibly be yoshon. Sure enough, it is, with exception of the barley malt. The following was their statement:
“The all-purpose Target and Hecker’s flour is made with 100% winter wheat in a mill which only handles winter
wheat. The only concern is that they add in 0.02 % malt barley, which as you know becomes a Chodosh concern
after December 15th. Most Poskim will consider this flour Yoshon, since the malt is Botel and the flour can
function without it. Obviously, each person has to ask their own Posek. If it’s for this reason that we don’t
certify/Advertise that these flours are Yoshon.”
(Source: Kof-K)
The product was promptly added to our “Yoshon Flours List”. (See below.)

◊◊◊◊◊◊
December 23, 2019 – The Yoshon Network Inc. Adds To the “Yoshon Flours List”
Just one day after the big debut of the “Yoshon Flours List”, a popular “new” flour turned out to be yoshon! With
this news, we added it to the list, since we get frequent questions on this product. The companion list to the
“Yoshon Cereals List” started back in 2017, is sure to be a hit with bakers and commercial establishments alike.
Unfortunately, it means a whole different Direct Download Link below.
https://yoshon.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/YoshonFloursList5780.pdf
For those wishing to share this document, bookmark it, or post the link to newsletters or websites, we recommend
using the static link below that does not change. Every time there is an update, the link to the list will change, so
the Direct Document Download links for the Cereals and Flour lists are always considered only temporary. The
link below will guide you to the current list, and it never changes:
https://yoshon.com/updates-downloads/#YoshonFloursList
(Source: TYNI)
Happy Chanukah to all,
The TYNI Staff
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